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ABSTRACT In this paper we propose that features extracted from deep convolutional neural networks
have the structure and information necessary to detect location and scale of the local keypoints. Unlike the
previous supervised and unsupervised methods, we define a local feature as an outcome of information
change across different receptive fields around an image region. Exploiting the existent representation
hierarchy in the deep convectional neural network, we propose a trainable information accumulation
pyramid that allows us to relate the change in the receptive field with information change. The network
is trained in an unsupervised fashion by applying random set of transformations over the images and
minimizing the covariant loss. We demonstrate the efficacy of our proposed keypoint extractor by evaluating
its performance for repeatability and matching scores. Our approach results in 3.7% and 5.2% higher over
the state-of-the-art algorithms in repeatability and matching score, respectively.
INDEX TERMS Keypoint Detection, Deep Learning, Local Features, Receptive Field.

I. INTRODUCTION

Keypoint or interest point detection is a classical computer
vision problem that has been handled by hand-crafted methods until recently. In recent years, problems like robot localization, tracking, 3D reconstruction and augmented reality
have been becoming ubiquitous due to their deployment
on the mobile devices. These applications require keypointdetection and their matching to be accurate and robust to
noise and imaging variations like illumination and viewpoint
changes. Hence, there is a re-emergence of the interest in
keypoint detection problem in the era of deep-learning with
a motivation to "learn" keypoint detectors that are better and
more meaningful than the hand-crafted feature detectors like
SIFT (Scale-invariant Features Transform), SURF (SpeededUp Robust Features), ORB (Oriented FAST and rotated
BRIEF), etc [1]–[6].
Many of the existing deep-learning based keypoint detection methods either rely on ground-truth information generated using hand-crafted algorithms [2], [4], [5] or let the
network learn such points that will be detected at same
location regardless of transformation [3]. Unfortunately, the

FIGURE 1: The proposed Multi-Scale Keypoint Detector
(MSK) learns to predict high response for the locations with
maximum information change. Two filters having different
receptive fields, at same depth in network, captures different
information of the input image. This definition of a keypoint
allows our network to re-detect the same features across
varying viewpoints and illumination changes.
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former schemes are aimed to be as good as the hand-crafted
ones, while the latter ones lack robustness due to the absence
of a formal definition of a keypoint being embedded into their
learning pipeline. In this work, we define a keypoint (feature
point) within the context of a deep learning pipeline.
Specifically, a keypoint is detected at a location where information is changing from its local neighborhood while the
scale of its "locality" is defined using the receptive field. This
learning process can be incorporated in a small module that
can be attached to a pre-trained deep convolutional network,
embodying the properties existing in that network. As shown
in Figure 1, two filters with different receptive fields capture
different information extracted from pre-trained CNN (Convolutional Neural Network), and change in this information
highlights the discriminative areas in the original image.
Since Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) comprises multiple
layers represented in a hierarchy, they capture the information content relating to a larger scale/locality as the number
of layers increases. Relating the keypoint as the change in
information with the change in receptive-field allows us to
extract keypoints at multiple scales by utilizing a pyramid
of images without retraining for different levels. Thus, our
definition of a keypoint within the context of a deep neural network is much closer to the classical definition of a
keypoint, since, a keypoint is a location in an image space
that is distinguishable from its local neighborhood due to the
particular structural information surrounding it.
Our proposed Multi-Scale Keypoint Detector (MSK) architecture is based upon five modules 1) Pre-trained CNN
based feature extractor (ResNet-50 [7] first block, in our
case), 2) Information Accumulation Pyramid module that
contains two convolutional layers, each followed by batch
normalization (BN) and ReLU (Rectified Linear Unit), and a
learnable information accumulation layer (parallel convolutional layers with the increasing receptive field), 3) Information Change Detection module (Subtraction of Information
and Extrema Selection), 4) Keypoint Detection module, and
5) Continuous Scale Estimation module. We argue that the
learned features of pre-trained feature extractors are comparative to or even better than hand-crafted features such as used
by KeyNet [6]. Furthermore, our method estimates a scale
from within a range of scales defined by the receptive fields
traversed in the information change detection module. MSK
outputs two maps containing keypoint score and scale for
every pixel. Unlike KeyNet [6], MSK is trained using single
scale images, however, it can be operated on multi-scale
representation of input images at inference time, without any
re-training. The multi-scale input at inference time provides
further robustness to scale changes by detecting keypoints
across an even wider scale-space.
To the best of our knowledge, our method is the first
approach that defines the keypoints as change in information
that is embedded in pre-trained CNNs. Our contributions are
following:
• deconstructing and reintroducing the definition of keypoint to be the location of the information change,
ii

regardless of the feature space in which it is evaluated.
a keypoint detector, utilizing a learning structure that
employs a learnable information accumulation pyramid
and builds on our definition of a keypoint. It uses a
change detection module that relates the change in the
receptive field with information change, allowing a continuous scale estimation across a scale range for each of
the identified keypoint.
• a multi-scale keypoint detection where pyramid level
could be adjusted without re-training.
• HPatches (Homography Patches) Rotation dataset and
HPatches Scaling dataset, that can be used to evaluate
the rotation and scale invariance of detector.
We extensively evaluate and compare our proposed approach
with current state-of-the-art keypoint detectors on evaluation
tasks such as repeatability and image matching. Rest of the
paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews the related
work and state of the art. Section III describes the proposed
methodology. Section IV provides experimental settings and
Section V contains results and performance comparisons
with the existing methods. Section VI includes conclusions
and future directions.
•

II. RELATED WORK

Keypoint detection and its descriptor generation form the
basic components of many classical computer vision applications. The classical techniques generally rely on hand-crafted
detectors [8], while the more recent ones use learning-based
alternatives [9]–[11]. As described earlier, keypoints are the
distinctive points or areas of an image, often called local
interest points. In contrast, a descriptor is the embedding of
the local region around that keypoint.
A. HAND-CRAFTED DETECTORS

The hand-crafted techniques employ the detect-then-describe
approach where first the keypoint detection is performed, and
then the descriptors are generated from a patch around the
keypoint location. The earliest detector, Harris [12], uses first
order derivatives of image to find the regions (corners) that
satisfy certain uniqueness and stability criteria. The Hessian
[13] detector uses second order derivatives to find the blobs.
Both of these detectors were improved by Mikolajczyk [14],
[15] to handle the multi-scale and affine transformations.
Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [16], is probably
the most well known local feature detector and has become
the de-facto standard for many computer vision applications
in the last two decades. It finds the local extrema in a pyramid of Difference-of-Gaussian (DoG) scale-space in order
to detect keypoints at multiple scales. Speeded Up Robust
Features (SURF) [17] aimed at decreasing the computational
requirements by making an efficient use of Haar filters and
integral images. KAZE [18] and its extension A-KAZE [19]
improved upon the multi-scale detection by utilizing Hessian Detector on non-linear diffusion scale-space instead of
widely used Gaussian scale-space. Features from Accelerated Segment Test (FAST) [20], considers a pixel to be a good
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candidate keypoint if the number of consecutive pixels on a
circular boundary are consistently brighter than the candidate
keypoint intensity. Oriented FAST and Rotated Brief (ORB)
[21] uses FAST keypoints and adds rotational invariance to
BRIEF (Binary Robust Independent Elementary Features)
descriptor [22]. They demonstrate that the combination leads
to 2 times faster local feature extraction than SIFT. Binary
Robust Invariant Scalable Keypoints (BRISK) [23] identifies
keypoints across both image and scale space using a saliency
criterion. BRISK matching speed is faster than traditional
approaches and its descriptor requires less storage memory
albeit at the cost of reduced robustness.
B. LEARNED DETECTORS

TILDE (Temporally Invariant Learned Detector) [24], the
first deep learning based detector, trains a regressor using the
SIFT keypoints as a ground-truth to predict a score map and
then finds the keypoints by applying non-maximum suppression (NMS). DNet [25] proposed a CNN based architecture
that is trained based upon a feature covariant constraint.
TCDet [26] builds upon DNet by utilizing TILDE based predetections in the training data and show improved stability in
training. Quad-Net [27], trains a two layer shallow network
for keypoint detection in unsupervised manner using ranking
loss. However, the patch based prediction mechanism makes
Quad-Net approach impractical and slow.
Recently, a multi-scale learned keypoint detector is introduced in KeyNet [6] that uses the response of hand-crafted
filters as anchors in learning. All these approaches, except
Quad-Net, still rely on hand-crafted detectors to serve as anchors, or ground-truth generated from hand-crafted detectors.
This limits the learned detector to learn features just as good
as the hand-crafted counterparts.
The other class of learned detectors provide a unified
pipeline for keypoint detection and descriptor generation,
usually called matching pipeline. LIFT (Learned Invariant
Features Transform) [28] combines previously proposed keypoint detector [24], orientation estimator [29] and descriptor
[30] into a single unified pipeline and uses ground-truth
that is generated using SIFT based structure-from-motion
(SfM). Moreover, the pipeline consists of three different
networks, that makes it very slow. SuperPoint [1] presents
a CNN based pipeline for training interest point detection
and descriptions of keypoints by utilizing a synthetic dataset
with known corner point locations as ground-truth. It does
not provide orientation and scale of detected keypoints. LFNet [2] trains a joint network that predicts keypoint score,
scale, orientation and descriptor in a single forward pass. It
resizes the features of backbone network, ResNet (Residual
Network), N times to create a scale space, then learns N
detectors that predict keypoint score for each pixel. However,
the training procedure requires the supervision from an SfM
output and is hence dependent upon SIFT based ground-truth.
RF-Net [3] proposes an approach similar to LF-Net, but
unlike LF-Net, the method builds a scale space based on the
receptive field of convolutional layers. Secondly, instead of

using SfM based output they use real homography dataset
(i.e. HPatches [31]) for training. More recently, D2Net [5]
handled extreme illumination changes using a single CNN
for joint detection and description. This technique is usually
called detect-and-describe [5]. Another recent work that follows this detect-and-describe scheme is R2D2 (Reliable and
Repeatable Detector and Descriptor) [4] that jointly learns
a reliable keypoint detector and descriptor with the help of a
descriptor discriminativeness predictor. It uses the correspondences estimated by optical flow as well as the points verified
by SfM pipeline for training of network. Recently, ELF
(Embedded Localisation of Features) [32] proposed to utilize
a hand-crafted saliency detection mechanism over pre-trained
networks to find the keypoints. However, the performance
of proposed technique is lower than the state-of-the-art and
depicts the need to train some parameters over the features
from pre-trained networks. GLAM (greedily learned accurate
match points) [33] is another recent interest point detector
which is trained in a semi-supervised manner for specific
applications like medical image matching. It optimizes the
differentiable version of descriptor matching and uses the
location of true positive match as a keypoint. Domain specific
nature of GLAM limits its applications in other difficult tasks
like 3D reconstruction.
Its a general belief that a deep neural network trained on
a large dataset can provide a reasonable representation of an
input image. Thus, it is common to use a pre-trained model
as a feature extractor or for fine-tuning on tasks other than
those it was trained for. Recently, [34], showed that even
prior to learning, the generator network’s structure allows it
to capture sufficient low-level image statistics for standard
inverse problems such as super-resolution, denoising and
inpainting. Lorenzo et al. [35], attached an attention module
to DNN and showed that such a structure could help identify
the relevant bands from hyper-spectral imagery. However, we
hypothesize that when an image is presented to a pre-trained
DNN, a change in the feature representation within a spatial
neighborhood could be used to represent local information
change and hence could be used for the local keypoint
detection.
In summary, all of the existing learned detectors use some
kind of anchors to train the networks. LFNet [2], LIFT [28],
D2Net [5], R2D2 [4] rely on output of SfM for learning. SuperPoint [1] uses ground-truth corners locations, and TCDet
[26] uses output of TILDE [24]. KeyNet uses output of handcrafted filters as input to their network. However, use of
traditional detectors response, SfM verified points or anchors
prevent the network from proposing new keypoints. Unlike
all these approaches, our network formulation allows us not
to rely on any of the above mentioned ground-truths. MSK
only needs two images related to each other by a known
perspective transformation, to guide the loss for training.

III. METHOD
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FIGURE 2: Proposed Multi-Scale Keypoint Detector (MSK): MSK consists of five main parts: 1) a pre-trained CNN based
feature extractor (ResNet-50 first block), 2) Information Accumulation Pyramid Module , 3) Information Change Detection
Module, 4) Keypoint Detection Module and 5) Continuous Scale Estimation Module. Information Accumulation Pyramid
Module consists of N parallel convolutional filters, ordered according to their increasing size thus creating a scale-space.
Assuming N be the number of CNN filters, the size of k th filter is set to 2k + 1, where k = 0, 1, 2, 3, ...N − 1. Rk represents
the output of the k th filter. Information Change Module, subtracts the Rk and Rk+1 to compute change, Ck , across output of
information at different receptive fields. The output feature volume V ∈ RH×W ×N −1 of change detection module is fed to
Keypoint Detection Module and Continuous Scale Estimation Module to predict the score map and estimate the scale map,
respectively.

A. WHAT IS A KEYPOINT?

Based on the hypothesis that not all the areas of image are
equally important to represent that image and an objective to
find the sparse locations to represent the image, we define a
keypoint to be the location of maximum change in information necessary to represent the neighborhood. Specifically,
we define keypoint with a tuple (x, y, s) where (x, y) is
center of the neighborhood of scale s such that information
change is maximum if we change the neighborhood from
scale s to s + δs (δs being small change). In context of the
deep convolutional neural network, given a deep CNN model,
spatial location and the neighborhood size, information, is
defined to be learned weighted pooling of the deep hierarchical representation of the area generated by the model. Our
definition is closely married to deep convolutional neural networks and receptive field at given level. Change in response
of two filter having different receptive fields is assumed to
be the change in the information and hence indication of the
strength of the keypoint.
As shown in Figure 1, two filters having different receptive
fields, at same depth in network, captures different information of the input image. This definition of a keypoint
(interest point), allows our network to re-detect the same
features across varying viewpoints and illumination changes.
The proposed architecture builds a scale space on learned
representation with increasing receptive fields, as shown in
Figure 2, this step is enclosed in Information accumulation
Pyramid module (IAP). Provided an input image I, our
proposed approach, referred to as MSK multi-scale keypoint
iv

detector learns to predict the sparse keypoint locations with
their corresponding scales. The network architecture is illustrated in Figure 2 and described in detail below.
B. MSK KEYPOINT DETECTION ARCHITECTURE

Our keypoint detection module consists of the five parts (a)
a pre-trained feature extractor (b) an Information Accumulation Pyramid module (c) an Information Change Detection
module, (d) a Continuous Scale Estimation module and (e)
Keypoint Detection module. KeyNet [6] argues that using
hand-crafted features as input to learnable convolutional layers, works as anchors and help CNN layers to predict stable
and distinct keypoints. In contrast, we propose that using
learned features, as input to subsequent learnable module,
work better then conventional hand-crafted features. In our
experiments, we use first block of ResNet-50 [7]. But our
detector has a modular nature and it can be attached to any
pre-trained feature extractor at any depth. We use mid-level,
albeit an early one, representation because it has been shown
that it increases the predictive power of deep networks in the
multiple learning tasks [36] and hence aids in extraction of
diverse-set of features. Below we describe each module in
detail.
1) Information Accumulation Pyramid Module

Information Accumulation Pyramid module consists of two
sub-modules i) Feature Transformation Block ii) Accumulation Pyramid. The Feature Transformation block consists
of a bilinear upsampling layer and two convolutional layers,
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each followed by Batch Normalization [37] and ReLu [38].
Since the features are being extracted from a pre-trained
network, in our case ResNet-50, feature volume might not
have lower spatial resolution than the input image. Bilinear
interpolation is used to upsample the feature volume before
forwarding it to the next convolutional neural network layer.
These convolutional layers are trained to transform the input
feature volume to the one that can be useful in identifying the
keypoints. Feature transformation block allows us to learn to
transform the features extracted from base network without
disturbing the base network.
Transformed features are fed to the Accumulation Pyramid,
consisting of N parallel convolutional filters, ordered according to their increasing size thus creating a scale-space.
Assuming N to be the number of convolutional filters in
this layer, size of k th filter is set to 2k + 1, where k =
0, 1, 2, 3, ...N − 1. Varying the size of the filter results in the
receptive field variation, hence output of each filter represents
neighborhood of different size. Each convolutional filter is
followed by batch normalization [37] layer and ReLu [38]
activation layer. During training, these filters learn to
accumulate the information necessary for detecting keypoints.
2) Information Change Detection Module

In this module, the difference between neighboring filter
responses is computed to highlight spatial locations where
information change across the scales is significant. The output of each convolutional filter of Information Accumulation
Pyramid module is fed to Information Change Detection
module. Let Rk be the output activation of the k th filter
in information accumulation pyramid module, where k =
0, 1, 2, 3, ..., N − 1, and N is total number of filters. Change
Ck between the output responses of filter k and k + 1 is
computed through forward difference.
Ck = Rk+1 − Rk

(1)

Note that scale at which information is accumulated in
Rk+1 is greater than Rk , hence Ck computes the change
in accumulated information across different receptive fields.
The output of change detection module is a feature volume
V ∈ RH×W ×N −1 , called the Information Change Volume.
This feature volume is fed to keypoint detection module and
continuous scale estimation module for keypoint detection
and scale estimation, respectively.
3) Keypoint Detection Module

The across-scale information change volume generated by
the previous module contains information change at each
scale. Due to this multi-scale information, simple thresholds
will make the system too brittle during inference and during
training can affect the learning process. We introduce multilayer convolutional neural network to evaluate the change
across the scales and identify the pattern that can represent
the local keypoint. The first layer consisting of N − 1 filters,
each of size 1 × 1 × N − 1, attempts to extract multiple

different linear combinations of information change across
scale per pixel. Second layer consists of single filter of size
1 × 1 × N − 1 and outputs a single channel. The non-linear
activation function ReLu is applied after both layers. The
final output S ∈ RH×W , named score map, gives keypoint
score for each pixel.
4) Continuous Scale Estimation Module

This outputs the scale for keypoint at each pixel. Note that,
we define the scale of a keypoint in terms of receptive field
of convolutional filter. Taking information change between
scales, captured in V is used to weigh the receptive fields in
order to compute Scale Map U ∈ RH×W , where for u(i, j) is
the scale of corresponding keypoint at candidate pixel (i, j)
PN −2 k
k
k=0 wi,j · r
(2)
u(i, j) = P
N −2 k
k=0 wi,j
k
where wi,j
= V (i, j, k), k = 0, 1, 2, ....N − 2 and rk
is receptive field of kth filter. This makes our scale-space
continuous i.e. u(i, j) ∈ [ r0 , rN −1 ] .

C. LOSS FUNCTION

We train our network in an unsupervised manner by applying
geometric and/or photometric transformation TA,B over the
image IA to create a transformed image IB . MSK produces
two score maps SA and SB for image IA and IB , respectively.
Unlike, LF-Net or RF-Net, MSK does not have the descriptor head. It is a standalone keypoint detector. Using
similarity loss between the score maps of an image and its
transformed version does not help improve keypoint localization. To ensure better keypoint localisation, we constrain the
locations of keypoints using covariant constraint loss [25].
Among many choices of the covariant constraint loss,
we choose the covariant loss used by the KeyNet. KeyNet
proposed a Multi-scale Index Proposal layer utilizng an
improved covariant constraint loss that combines local and
global information. Instead of decreasing the difference between the score map of IA and homographic transformed
score map of IB , we use an anchor-based method proposed
by KeyNet [6]. For brevity, below, we give a brief detail of
the loss function. To compute the loss function, the score
map is divided into N ×N non-overlapping windows. For
each window, the location with maximum score is calculated by performing a weighted summation of location and
the score-value, resulting in a differentiable method having
similar behavior as non-maximum suppression (which is
non-differentiable). This method of calculating the location
of maximum score is implemented as softargmax layer.
Given an image pair (IA , IB ) and the homography HA,B
between them, the covariant loss is defined as the l2 −norm of
the difference of co-ordinates extracted through Softargmax
layer and actual maximum co-ordinates extracted by NonMaximum Suppression (NMS), in the corresponding windows of score maps SA and SB .
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B. EVALUATION METRICS

Lcc (SA , SB , HA,B , N ) =

ns
X

−1
αi k[xi , yi ]TA − HA,B
[x̂i , yˆi ]TB k22

i=1

(3)
where αi is summation of score values of location at
respective positions in the both score-maps. αi is high if
a point has high score to be a keypoint. The final score
is computed by adding over loss (eq. 3) over multiple (T )
window sizes.
LT CC =

T
X

γt Lcc (SA , SB , HA,B , Nt )

(4)

t=1

γt is a hyper parameter, which assigns a weight to each
loss value computed for each window size.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS

To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed pipeline,
we conduct extensive experiments on standard tasks and
datasets. Below we present the details of each one of our
evaluations.
A. TRAINING DATASET

We generate our synthetic training dataset from phototourism image dataset. Photo-tourism image dataset consists
of photographs of popular landmarks collected by [41], [42].
We have used only 5 sequences (Brandenburg Gate, Buckingham Palace, Sacre Coeur, Taj Mahal, and Temple Nara
Japan) of photo tourism dataset for training, which in total
consists of 6,434 images. With an objective to train in an
unsupervised manner, we generate multiple image pairs by
applying random geometric and photometric transformations
to each image in the dataset.
Geometric Transformations: For any given image, a
random geometric transformation is generated by sampling
rotation angle, sale and skew from range [−π/4, +π/4],
[0.5, 2.0] and [−0.5, 0.5] , respectively. In order to minimize
appearance of the out of boundary regions that may appear
after transformation, we extract a center crop from original
image and corresponding region from the transformed image.
If the corresponding region from the transformed image is
still out of image boundary, a random geometric transformation is generated again. We also generate binary masks
to identify common regions between an image pair during
training.
Photometric Transformations: For photometric transformations, we apply the same transformations as defined in
KeyNet [6]. Input RGB image is converted to HSV and its
brightness, contrast, hue and saturation values are randomly
changed. The amount of change is randomly sampled from
a pre-defined range. Resultant image is transformed back to
the RGB image.
We also generate a validation set for validation and hyperparameter tuning using 11 test sequences of photo tourism
dataset.
vi

We evaluate our keypoint detector for repeatability and
matching score. In this section, we discuss all the evaluation
metrics and the associated datasets for aforementioned tasks.
Repeatability [43] and matching score [44] are two fundamental metrics for evaluating the performance of keypoint
detector. The defined protocol [10] evaluates the detection
performance by computing the repeatability score, which
is computed between two images as a ratio of number of
repeatable keypoints to the number of common keypoints
from both images. For finding the number of repeatable
keypoints across a pair of images, Intersection-over-Union
εIoU is computed between the support regions, defined by
scale, around the keypoint locations in the two images. A
keypoint is considered repeatable if the εIoU error is less
than a threshold. Lenc and Vedaldi [10] uses a fixed threshold
of Intersection-over-Union, εIoU = 0.5, in all evaluations. In
other words, a keypoint is repeatable if the overlap between
the corresponding regions is at least 50%. For a fair comparison of our method with other keypoint detectors, we have
used the same settings. We have re-computed the repeatability of all detectors at this threshold for a fair comparison of
performance.
In table 1, the keyword TI and SI represent Translation Invariant and Scale-Invariant detector, respectively. TI detector,
detects keypoint at a scale fixed to some constant. SI detector,
localize keypoints at different scales. Scale of the keypoint is
also estimated by the detector.
For extensive evaluation of repeatability of our keypoint
detector, we use 5 different datasets, HPathces [31], WebCam
[24], Edge Foci [39], Hanover [40], VGG Affine [15] and
consider the only top 1000 keypoints for computing the
repeatability. We use publicly available code1 for computing repeatability and use the full resolution images for all
the dataset during evaluation. The aforementioned datasets
provide geometric and illumination transformations, but none
of the these provide any subset for separate evaluation of
rotation and scale invariance. So, we derived two sets from
HPatches dataset for evaluating the rotation and scale invariance property of the keypoint detector. For each reference
image in HPatches sequences, we generate 3 rotated variants
by applying a rotation with angles [50◦ , 130◦ , 210◦ ], we
name this dataset as HPatches Rotation. Similarly, we apply 3
scale transformations with scale factors of [1.25, 1.50, 1.75],
and call this as HPatches Scale dataset.
To evaluate the matching performance, we use HardNet
[45] descriptors with MSK keypoints. We compare our
matching score to that of state of art on HPatches dataset by
following the protocol of [46] for descriptor matching. Since
each sequence in Hpatches dataset consists of one reference
image and five query images, so matches in query image are
projected into reference image using the provided groundtruth homography. Next we filter the wrong matches using
pixel thresholding. We have used pixel threshold of 5 pixels.
1 https://github.com/lenck/vlb-deteval
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TABLE 1: Repeatability Score (%) for Translation Invariant (TI) and Scale Invariant (SI) detectors on HPatches
[31], WebCam [24], VGG Affine [15], EdgeFoci [39], and Hannover [40] datasets. We re-evaluate all the detectors
using standard evaluation code of [10] on full resolution images. Top 1000 keypoints in each image are considered
for repeatability computation. Results of RF-Net are not provided for HPatches dataset, as it is used for training. The
best score is highlighted in Red, second best in Green and third best in Blue. MSK outperforms all the detectors for
most of the datasets and provides the maximum mean repeatability score.

Detector

HP-Illum HP-View WebCam VGGH Edge Foci

Hannover

Mean

FAST-TI [20]
DNet-TI [25]
TILDE-TI [24]
SuperPoint-TI [1]

66.4
71.9
77.5
77.2

42.3
45.3
45.8
44.4

60.9
68.3
81.0
78.1

57.3
58.3
62.1
57.7

46.7
59.4
72.6
63.7

43.1
42.8
44.0
43.1

52.8
57.7
63.8
60.7

MSK-TI

83.3

48.8

85.8

63.3

65.7

47.2

65.7

SURF-SI [17]
DNet-SI [25]
TCDET-SI [26]
LIFT-SI [28]
LF-Net-SI [2]
RF-Net-SI [3]
KeyNet-SI [6]

61.7
64.6
74.0
60.3
72.7
70.5

56.7
64.4
63.6
53.9
41.7
61.7

58.1
56.7
73.7
59.2
75.9
73.9
75.4

63.7
71.9
71.6
55.9
57.1
56.8
64.8

45.3
44.6
59.6
46.0
62.6
59.3
51.6

53.4
58.7
54.7
43.3
42.8
29.8
55.5

56.5
60.2
66.2
53.1
58.8
54.9
63.3

MSK-SI
MSK-Tiny-SI
MSK-Tiny++-SI

76.3
68.6
67.5

66.6
65.7
65.9

76.2
68.7
67.5

69.2
63.8
65.8

74.7
66.4
65.0

56.9
56.1
57.1

69.9
64.9
64.8

Similar to repeatability evaluation, we use the top 1000
keypoints in both images for computing matching score.
C. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

The training of MSK is based on a siamese pipeline, with
weights shared between its two instances. The Siamese
network takes as an input the original image (Ii ) and the
transformed (Ij ) image along with the corresponding transformation Tij . The ResNet-50 architecture [7], pre-trained
on ImageNet [47], truncated after the Block-1 is used to
initialize the feature extraction part of the network. Due to
the Max-Pooling operations the spatial resolution of output
feature map is one-fourth of original image resolution. In the
Feature Transformation Block of Information Accumulation
Pyramid Module, bilinear interpolation is used for upsampling and in both convolutional layers, filter size is set to 3×3,
with number of filters set to 64 in both layers. Accumulation
pyramid is set to (N = 5), with smallest filter (F1 ) having
size of 1 × 1, and largest one (FN ) being 9 × 9. Each
convolutional layer is followed by a batch normalization
layer and ReLU. The ResNet block weights are kept frozen
during training.
A batch size of 16 and Adam optimizer with a learning
rate of 10−3 are used for training the network. The input
images are resized to 300 × 300 during training. On average
MSK converges in 35 epochs. We used a machine with an
i7-8600k CPU running at 3.60GHz and an NVIDIA GeForce

GTX 1080 Ti. The network is implemented in PyTorch [48]
framework. For covariant constraint loss, we divide the given
score map in multiple windows of size Nt × Nt , where
Nt ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30} with a weighting parameter
for each window γt ∈ {32, 16, 8, 4, 2, 1}. Both of these
hyperprarameters are computed using hyperparameter search
on validation dataset. At inference time, we perform nonmaximum suppression in a 15x15 window, and we also
generate a image pyramid of 7 levels for detecting multi-scale
keypoints. Unlike, KeyNet [6] we do not train the network
using pyramid of images. Incorporating the image pyramid
within network makes it memory and computationally intensive.
MSK versions: Feature volume extracted from the first
block of ResNet-50 consists of 256 channels. Feature Transformation Block upsamples it to the size of the image before
applying the convolutional filters. This makes MSK memory
intensive and increases the number of parameters. Bottleneck
layer, consisting of 1 × 1 filters is thus introduced inside the
Feature Transformation Block, before the upsampling layer
to decrease the number of channels to 64 while preserving
the resolution. This version of the MSK is called MSKTiny. To further reduce the memory footprint and number
of parameters, the number of filters in each convolutional
layer in feature transformation block is reduced to 32 and
16, respectively. This version is named MSK-Tiny++.
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FIGURE 3: Matching results on few image pairs of HPatches [31] dataset. Top 1000 Keypoints, along with HardNet [45]
descriptors, are used for matching. In general, MSK outperforms most state-of-the-art detectors on image matching task by
providing a greater number of matches.

V. RESULTS

In this section, we present the results and comparison with
state-of-the-art detectors on aforementioned evaluation metviii

rics of Sec. IV-B for repeatability and image matching.
We compare our proposed detector with state-of-the-art
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TABLE 2: For comparison we compute matching score,
following the evaluation criterion of [46]. HardNet [45]
descriptors are computed with keypoints from each detector and pixel threshold is set to 5px for computing
matching score. The best score is highlighted in Red,
second best in Green and third best in Blue. MSK outperforms all the detectors in mean and individual matching
score.

Matching Score
Detector

HP-V HP-I Mean

TILDE-TI [24] + HardNet [45]
LIFT-SI [28] + HardNet [45]
DNet-SI [25] + HardNet [45]
TCDET-SI [26] + HardNet [45]
SuperPoint-TI [1] + HardNet [45]
LF-Net-SI [2] + HardNet [45]
KeyNet-SI [6] + HardNet [45]

32.3
30.3
33.5
27.6
37.4
26.9
38.4

39.3
32.8
34.7
36.3
43.0
43.8
39.7

35.8
31.6
34.1
31.9
40.2
35.4
39.1

LIFT-SI [28]
SuperPoint-TI [1]
LF-Net-SI [2]

21.8
38.0
23.0

26.5
41.5
29.1

24.2
39.8
26.1

MSK-SI + HardNet [45]
MSK-Tiny-SI + HardNet [45]
MSK-Tiny++-SI + HardNet [45]

42.8
44.4
46.3

41.9
44.4
43.6

42.4
44.4
45.0

hand-crafted and learned detectors, and report the repeatability score in Table 1. The repeatability score is computed
on top 1000 keypoints for each image. We evaluated all the
detectors using the standard evaluation code [10] for computing comparison scores that are reproducible. We could not
use reported scores since not all of them were evaluated on
the same image resolution. For all the methods used in this
comparison, the respective authors’ publicly available implementations are used. Since RF-Net trains on the HPaches
dataset, so its results on this dataset are not computed.
It can be observed that MSK-TI provides the highest repeatability for HP-Illum (HPatches Illumination), HP-View
(HPatches Viewpoint), WebCam, VGGH and Hannover
among all the TI (Translation Invariant) detectors. Accordingly, it provides the highest mean value of repeatability
among all the TI detectors. When considering the SI (ScaleInvariant) variants of the detectors, MSK-TI again provides
the highest repeatability for HP-Illum, HP-View, WebCam,
and Edge Foci. It provides the 2nd highest repeatability for
Hannover and the 3rd best for VGGH. Overall, MSK-TI
provides the highest mean value of repeatability across all
the detectors. It can also be observed that both the MSK-Tiny
and MSK-Tiny++ are providing reasonable repeatability.
We compare the performance of MSK by evaluating the
matching accuracy of detected keypoints across two views
of a scene. For a fair comparison of matching-score of MSK

TABLE 3: Repeatability score on HPatches Rotation and
Scale Datasets. The results are reported for only SI detectors. The best score is highlighted in Red, second best in
Green and third best in Blue

Detector
SURF-SI
TCDET-SI
LFNet-SI
KeyNet-SI
MSK-SI

50◦ 130◦ 210◦ Mean 1.25 1.50 1.75 Mean
66.7
80.0
76.1
69.8
87.3

66.6
73.2
73.4
60.8
69.9

70.6
75.0
76.2
62.6
72.1

68.0
76.1
75.2
64.4
76.4

77.4
78.6
85.7
76.2
88.4

75.4
83.6
17.4
78.9
87.9

71.4
71.6
0.90
68.6
87.8

74.7
77.9
35.3
74.6
88.1

.

with other methods, we used code provided by KeyNet for
computing matching score. We used HardNet to generate
descriptor for each keypoint. Table 2 details the matching
score of different keypoint detectors on Hpatches dataset.
For detectors other than MSK we have borrowed the matching score table results from KeyNet. KeyNet used publicly
available implementation, provided by respective authors,
for all baseline keypoint detectors. In Figure 3 we provide
qualitative results of image matching for a few image pairs
when keypoints are extracted from Superpoint, KeyNet and
MSK. For each pair and for each keypoint detection method,
matching score is computed and correctly matched pairs are
plotted in Figure 3. Better matching results of MSK-Tiny++
are evident from the larger number of keypoint matches
shown in Figure 3. As indicated by quantitative and qualitative results, MSK predicted keypoints match more accurately
across images and are robust to many variations.
Table 3 presents the repeatability score on HPatches
rotation and scaling datasets. For all the baseline detectors
presented in Table 3 we have used the publicly available
implementations as provided by respective authors. It can
be observed that MSK-SI provides the highest mean value
for repeatability scores computed over the HPatches Rotation
and Scale Datasets.

VI. CONCLUSION

In order to design a self-learning mechanism for keypoint
detection in the deep learning era, we re-introduce the definition of a keypoint to be the location of a locally maximum
information change in the deep hierarchical representation
scale-space. Such a definition allows us to exploit the concept
of scale already existing in the deep CNNs through the
receptive fields and their association with the deep hierarchical representation. A trainable information accumulation
pyramid, consisting of filters of different sizes, extracts relevant information at different neighborhood sizes. A small
convolutional neural network is then trained to assess the
extent of accumulated information changes across scalespace and identify the candidate keypoint locations. Our
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proposed strategy is backbone independent, and unlike all
other methods, MSK network formulation does not require
ground-truth keypoints either from SfM or any hand-crafted
detectors. The proposed MSK network structure allows it
to extract keypoints at multiple image resolutions without
retraining and enable us to use a large image pyramid during
evaluation. We perform thorough evaluations by comparing
the MSK with other keypoint detectors over standard tasks
and datasets. MSK achieves considerable improvement over
previous state-of-the-art matching and repeatability score,
under similar settings.
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